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We are all on a journey. The destination is the same for all of us. As individuals, we all take a similar
route, yet in many ways, it can be completely different—even opposing.
The purpose of this essay is to help everyone to understand that, although we have disagreements, even
very heated disagreements, we are all on the same journey—the journey to truth. I am going to use the
analogy of a river system, as I believe it will greatly enhance the message I am trying to bring to all. I will
use metaphors to drive my point home, that we may see that we are all brothers and sisters heading for
the same destination—truth. Because I am in the Free-State of Oregon, I will use Oregon names of rivers
and other features, though this analogy applies just the same to the entire world upon which we all
dwell.
The destination we all seek is truth, and with truth comes freedom, enlightenment, joy, abundance and
harmony. Metaphorically, truth, and the fruits thereof, will in this analogy, be represented by the Pacific
Ocean. We the People of Oregon are represented by creeks and rivers. Please hear me out.
Anyone familiar with Oregon knows that it has more than its share of rivers, dams and reservoirs as well
as mountains, canyons and valleys. Although very diverse in size, length, and appearance, with a few
exceptions in the high desert basins, these rivers systems all have one thing in common—they all end up
reaching the Pacific Ocean. The diversity of these river systems can be compared to the diversity of We
the People. We all have different sources of origin and background, take various routes through our life
and reach different conclusions as we are on our life journey.
The Rogue River has its source near Crater Lake and flows through a diversity of mountains, canyons and
valleys a total of 215 miles before arriving at the ocean at Gold Beach. It flows in every direction
imaginable on its route. That is very long compared to the Siltcoos or the D River systems.
Now let’s turn our attention to the mighty Columbia River. Although its source is in Canada, I am using
Oregon as my model and will stick to how the Columbia pertains to Oregon. This river makes up the
border of Oregon and Washington for 309 miles. If we follow upstream from there another 16 miles, we
come to the mouth of the Snake River. Traveling up the Snake, we reach the Owyhee River. The Owyhee
has its source in Nevada and flows into Oregon running 346 miles before its confluence with the Snake.
From there, the water travels another 396 miles before reaching the Columbia River in Washington. The

final leg to the Pacific from there is 325 miles, making a grand total of 1,067 miles. That is quite a
journey through deep desert canyons, mountains, valleys, reservoirs and dams. Think of all of the
thousands of creeks that flow into this system, not to mention those that originate in Idaho, Washington
and Canada.
Oregon’s Willamette River has many rivers that flow into it and thousands of creeks both named and
unnamed. Take the Santiam and Luckiamute Rivers. The Santiam flows in a westerly direction while the
Luckiamute flows in an easterly direction. They are opposing one another. Yet both rivers empty into the
northerly flowing Willamette at virtually the same location. At that point, the waters from both the
Santiam and the Luckiamute are flowing in unison together with the waters of the Willamette. After the
confluence of the Willamette and Columbia, the waters of the Willamette and all of its tributaries are
turned to the West and carried to the ocean. There is no changing that fact, for nothing stops the river
as it flows to the sea. Going back to our example of the Santiam River, it is made up of two main forks
and each of those forks has countless tributaries large and small. Some begin flowing South, others,
North, West or East, but all are eventually brought to flow together to the final destiny.
Do you see how this compares with the vast diversity of people in Oregon? The diversity of America is
much greater and the whole world even more so. Does it do us any good to fight amongst ourselves? All
it does is prolong the inevitable and cause strife and hardship for all.
It is time we all realized that we are one. Your body is made of trillions of cells. They are all one as far as
the body goes. It is certainly not beneficial, but rather, destructive for these cells to fight with one
another. We are all like individual cells of one thing much greater.
Back to river analogy. There are mountains in our way, but we always find a way around them. If the
Willamette River can be seen as the Republic, then it is but one great system that is a part of an even
greater system. The divine system brought into existence by the creator is beautiful and self sustaining.
We, as mankind, were made to live in that creation with harmony and abundance for all. That is the way
of nature. Call it the Garden of Eden if you wish. On the contrary, everything that mankind creates is self
destructing and cannot sustain itself. We have been listening to the serpent for too long. It is now time
for the entire world to wake up and discard the serpent and the lies and come back into harmony with
the great creator. Call the creator God if you wish. We were created in the image of the creator. That
means to me that we are all co-creators if we choose to be in harmony with the great creator. We as
parents, want our creation, our children, to be everything and more than we are. Don’t you think God
wants the same thing for his creation?
We have been lied to at every turn. We have been told that we are weak, and unworthy to be called the
sons of God. What kind of parents would we be if we considered our children to be weak, worthless, and
unworthy to be called our sons and daughters? Such is utter foolishness.
The great science of imagery has been used for thousands of years to mold the thinking of mankind. The
age of imagery is coming to a close. Use the brain and heart that you were given. Do not listen to all of
the negative fear mongering. A dam is placed in a river to control its flow and derive energy from the
river. The dam is a form of resistance. It disrupts the natural flow of water. Think of the dam as bankers

and other controlling agents. They want to take the energy from We the People and use it against us.
This is how the serpent operates. Remember, We the People are the waters of the rivers. What happens
when too much water comes against the dam? The dam will fail and then the rush of water is even
stronger than ever, sweeping everything in its path along with it, including the dam.
Do you remember the Hundredth Monkey Phenomena? When critical mass is reached, everyone will
understand. Even though some people and groups offer resistance to our Republic, eventually they will
be swept along with us, adding even greater force, even as in turn, the Republic joins force with the
other humanitarian organizations of the world and the divine plan. Everyone’s energy is being routed to
change the world for the betterment of all. I am a creek. You are a creek. Together with others we form
a river. The various rivers eventually join forces. We all want the same things for this world, that is,
freedom, peace, abundance, harmony, love and truth. River Republic, River Wilcock, River Drake, River
Keenan, River Fulford, etc. will all eventually come together. When we are fighting with one another and
the goal is common, what does that make us? Foolish in my opinion. “My way or the highway” is a self
serving attitude. Even our adversaries, when overcome, add force to our flow. The world is waking up
and rising to a higher level of consciousness, a higher dimension, or whatever you may want to call it,
and it cannot be stopped. It is quite apparent to me that critical mass for change has already been met.
Critical mass for a unified direction of flow is approaching rapidly.
People argue about money. People argue about religion. People argue about government. Yes we will
improve on all of these concepts, but in my opinion they are but temporary stepping stones to
something much greater. Eventually all will see that the tools of those who want full control of the world
will become obsolete. We will find that money is not value, religion is not spiritual understanding, and
government is not harmony. Rather, they are all three tools used by the deceivers to instill fear. Fear is
their one weapon. The love of money is a root of all evil. Why not get rid of it? God is much greater than
the religions of the world. Religions cause strife among men. God is harmony. True self governance is
when we have no use for a structured government at all. That is harmony. We could learn a lot from
simply observing nature, the history of the American Indian, along with many other people of the world
who have more to offer than those who echo the dribble of the serpent. Call the serpent the reptilians,
devil or Satan if you want. We have been listening to the serpent for too long and the more we listen,
the worse it gets.
Going back only 2,000 years we see that nothing has changed but the names of these deceivers. Who
was it that Jesus considered the great enemies of the world? The Pharisees, Scribes, Sanhedrin,
publicans, priesthood and moneychangers. Today we have the same deceivers, only the names are
different. Today we have lawyers, corrupt legislators, kangaroo courts, tax collectors, corrupt clergy, and
bankers. Think about it. We are still fighting the ones who would control the law, courts, religion and
money.
Isn’t it time we all said no? Isn’t it time we all ceased giving credibility to fictional entities? Isn’t it time
we start holding those accountable who use those fictional entities to destroy us? We can, and we will,
but we need to realize we are all on the same team. There are billions of us. It is only natural for humans
to love freedom and peace. There is only a handful of the truly evil ones, the serpent or deceivers or

whatever name you want to attach to these non human tyrants. They cannot control us unless we allow
them to practice their imagery on us. Ignore the image that there is not enough to go around. Ignore the
image that we are weak and unworthy. Ignore the image that we must use their money. Ignore the
image that we must obey their statutes, codes, and regulations. We all have natural law within us. If we
obey that natural law, harmony will abound. We will be able to be anything, go anywhere and do
anything.
I like to think of We the People as the river of living water. Think about it. Without water there is no life
in the physical world. Water is very special in the Bible. We humans are mostly water. Did you know that
water has some of the most amazing qualities? Did you know that water responds to positive and
negative energy?
Dr. Masaru Emoto and others have shown that water has memory and responds to positive and
negative energy. Water is something extremely special and we as humans, effect water in a profound
manner. So if we have such an effect on water, we have the same effect on each other, as we are mostly
water. Don’t believe it? Do your own research and watch a few videos to get you thinking outside of that
prison box that the serpent, with its imagery, has placed you in without your knowledge.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJhogR7YLps&list=PL5827766F8DCABF84&index=2&feature=plpp_
video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tB-YPDIrNH0
Remember, you have been lied to at every turn. Isn’t it time you opened your eyes, heart and mind to
learn the truth of who you are.
Do not fight your brother. Learn from him and love him. We are all one. Let us pull together, and make
the world into the harmonic paradise that it was meant to be. We have the power to do it. We are all
separate and diverse origins of the great river heading to the sea.
Thank you.

